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ABSTRACT -- In this paper, we propose one possible way to preprocess data according to Activity theory. Such an approach is new and particularly interesting in Educational Data Mining. In a first time, we present the methodology we have adopted and, in a second, the application of this methodology to the analysis of the traces left during five years by the preservice teachers of the Reunion Island teacher training school.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper relies on the following approach in four points: 1. Activity theory (Engeström, 1987) is frequently used to study human activity specially CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning) because this theory is particularly suitable to understand what the people do when they collaborate. 2. One major problem in data mining consists in the data preprocessing. Better those data are preprocessed, more information we obtain by their treatment. 3. The idea developed here is thus to use domain knowledge to preprocess the data before their treatment; the advantage of this is to permit, after, to use any kind of data mining algorithm. 4. One possible domain knowledge to study CSCL is Activity theory; preprocessing based on Activity theory should make it possible to get more interesting results. In a first time, we present the methodology which develops the preceding points, in a second time we show the relevance of this methodology on a concrete case.

2 METHODOLOGY

According to Activity theory (AT) (Engeström, 1987), in the activity, the subject pursues a goal that results in an outcome. For this, he uses tools and acts within a community. His relation, to this community is defined by rules. To achieve the goal, it may be necessary to establish a division of labor within the community. For example, in the context of hunting, there will be hunters and beaters (Kuutti, 1996). The Activity theory could be represented by the activity system diagrams of Figure 1.

Moreover, AT considers three levels of human activity (Kuutti, 1996): activity, action, and operation. We will not use them here but it could be a point to develop further. Using AT to understand what happens on a platform is common in the field of CSCL. As soon as 1996, Kuutti (1996) suggested doing it. For Stahl (2002), AT is suitable to analyze
CSCL because it proposes general structures of the broader effective context. In the same way for Halverson (2002), if the theory can’t satisfy all the needs of the researcher in CSCL, it is powerful for, at least, three reasons: 1. This theory defines well its theoretical objects which are useful to manipulate data; 2. In this theory, the individual is at the center of everything; 3. Activity system diagrams highlight the processes and show both descriptive and rhetorical power. For his part, Lewis (1997) explains how AT focuses on interdependent parameters which exist in collaborative learning. He shows how each triad helps to understand what the people do on a CSCL platform. For example, how the triad Community-Subject-Object highlights the role of the trainer. These are the reasons why we will use AT further.

**Educational data mining.** In education, the use of groupware and learning management system grows increasingly. Most of these systems record the traces of users’ activity. The study of those huge masses of data is important to understand the behavior of the users and to improve learning. It can be done by data mining. This approach consists to use algorithms (decision tree construction, rule induction, artificial neural networks, etc. (Romero & Ventura, 07) which enable to discover behavioral rules or data classification or clustering. In the context of education, we speak of Educational Data Mining (EDM). For Baker & Yacef (2009) EDM studies a variety of areas, including individual learning from educational software, computer supported collaborative learning,...

For Romero & Ventura (2007) there are four important steps in data mining: Collect data; Data preprocessing; Apply data mining; Interpret, evaluate and deploy the results. Data preprocessing is an important step because data tend to be incomplete, noisy and inconsistent (Han & Kamber,06). The data preprocessing includes the following steps (Han & Kamber, 06): Data cleaning for correcting errors; Data integration when the data come from different sources; Data selection; Data transformation. Among data transformations, Romero & Ventura (2007) propose data enrichment which consists of calculating new attributes from the existing ones. In business data mining (Talavera & Gaudioso, 04), or in medicine (Lin & Hang, 06), the domain knowledge is used for deriving those new attributes. As far as we know, this is not yet done in EDM.

**Using AT for data preprocessing.** So, we propose here to use domain knowledge to enrich the data during the preprocessing step. One good candidate to represent the domain knowledge is Activity theory. We have seen that AT is used in CSCL studies, but it’s also used more and more in data mining. For instance, Verbart & al (2011) see the datasets as activity streams and they reorganize their categorizations by using AT. Babic & Wagner (2007) proposed to use it to understand the activity on a platform through the three levels (activity-action-operation). Reimann & al (2009) see the groups as activity systems and the log file as containing records of these structured activities. However, none of these studies use it to preprocess data as we want to do here. What we propose is that “the preprocessing step will then consist in mapping original data to a higher-level, analysis oriented representation.” (Talavera & Gaudioso, 04) and, to do this, we will use AT. For example, it is possible on any platform to count the different actions: document deposits, document readings,... it is possible then to study what are the actions, the features of the tool, which are the most used. Interpreted in terms of AT, by doing this, we consider a single node, the node "tool". If we apply to our data a first preprocessing, the user identification (Romero & Ventura, 07), in other words, if we associate with any action (reading, deposit, etc) the user who did it, we obtain a finer analysis. We will be able to discover that, according to the users, this is not the same features that are used, that a trainer, for example, deposits more documents than a trainee. Interpreted in terms of AT, by doing this, we studied the dyad "subject-tool".

**Data useful for AT accessible on a CSCL platform.** If we take the diagrams of Figure 1, we identify immediately three types of data readily available: the **tool**: it will be the traces of actions on the platform and objects on which these actions operate (e.g. document deposit, document reading); the **subject**: it will be the users registered on the platform; the **group**: every CSCL platform keeps traces of the groups created on it. Moreover, the traces of the links between these three types of data are also easily accessible. On all platforms, is recorded who are the members of a particular group (dyad: subject-group) and who did what (dyad: subject-tool). From these two dyads, it is easy to establish the third one (dyad: group-tool). The node "**objective**" is rarely the subject of a specific trace. It may be possible to find it through the name of the group or the name of the main folder that the group shares. Concerning the two last nodes "**division of labor**" and "**rules within the group**", it is exceptional to have explicit traces of them. This is not surprising because, most of the time, these two nodes are the goal of the study, what we try to understand as we shall see in the example of the third part. So they can not be the subject of a preprocessing data. Thus, we obtain figure 2:

![Figure 2. AT for data mining. Solid lines indicate data which are easily found among traces left on a CSCL platform and dotted lines the information that it will be necessary to infer.](attachment://figure2.png)
Technically, it is easy to see how we can preprocess the data. In the case mentioned above, instead of studying unique data, such as, for example, "actions", we study couples “subject-action”, who is doing what on the platform. In the same way, we can go on and work with 3-tuples "subject-group-action" and when we can identify the objective, 4-tuples “group-objective-subject-action” which correspond to the solid lines of figure 2. With these 4-tuples, we see it is easy to put the focus on one of the nodes, the subject, the tool, the goal, the group, without losing data interdependencies. In fact, by this preprocessing, we inject in the data their interdependency that Lewis considers to be central in AT. Once those 4-tuples are built, they can feed any kind of algorithms (decision tree construction, Bayesian learning,...).

3 APPLICATION

The Reunion Island teacher training school trains primary school teacher trainees (PE2s). At the end of their year of training, they should be able to teach in primary schools. PE2s have used a CSCW platform which allowed them to pool and share the work of preparation of the class. With their trainers, the platform has served various purposes: to deposit documents (“collective memory”), to improve lesson plans, to help online trainees when they are in charge of a class, to validate the C2i2e which correspond that the trainee is able to use ICT in education.

As platform, BSCW [3] was chosen essentially because users may structure as they wish spaces they have created there. For this study, we analyze the traces left on it by the PE2s during 5 years. 1167 PE2s (from 343 in 2005 to 155 in 2009) have used the platform, and left there more than 3,000,000 traces. We want to show that, according to the type of group or the type of objective, the activity is not the same. For that, we will follow the various points raised in the methodology and apply to those traces. First, we present the results of an analysis of raw data, second, an analysis of data that have been preprocessed according to AT. In those sections, we do a simple statistical treatment; this is why, thirdly, we summarized a research exposed in (Simon & Ralambondriany, 12) where we have used data mining techniques.

Analysis of the raw data. When trainers and trainees work on BSCW they leave traces of what they do on the platform. It’s possible to connect each trace to the user who has left it (“user identification” preprocessing). For each user we were able to say how many readings he has done, how many documents he has deposited, how many folders he has shared, etc. The users were anonymized, they were just “numbers”. We obtain table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PE2s on the platform</th>
<th>over 5 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of PE2s</td>
<td>1167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of documents shared by the PE2 on the platform</td>
<td>13936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of documents produced by the PE2s on the platform</td>
<td>11308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PE2 producers</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PE2s readings</td>
<td>57916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PE2 readers</td>
<td>1089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that 81% (11308 among 13936) of the documents are deposited by the PE2s and 19% (13936-11308=2628) by the trainers. We see also that if 93% of PE2s (1089/1167) read documents found on the platform, only 72% of them deposit documents (840/1167). We can conclude that not all PE2s cooperate; we find the “lurker” phenomenon well-known in forums. However, if we analyze more precisely we will see that the situation is more complex.

Preprocessing data. On BSCW when a user wants to create a group, he must first create the folder in which the resource will be placed and then invite other members to share this folder. It is then possible to connect all the traces to this basic folder: the members of the group but also the objects and the events. In other words, it is rather easy to reconstitute the 3-tuples (group, subject, action on the tool). Moreover, as a name is associated with each of these folders, name often indicating the goal, it is also possible to build 4-tuples (group, goal, subject, action). We can then study the different groups or the different objectives or the different subjects or the different actions. So after we have done this preprocessing, we decide to do two distinctions: according to the composition of the group (with or without teachers: PE2s vs PE2s+trainers) and according to their goal (groups “TICE” and others).

Analysis according to the composition of the group. The 1167 PE2s have constituted more than 960 groups. 668 were groups of PE2s only and 292 groups including at least one trainer. One PE2, of course, could be in several groups. We made distinction “PE2s alone” groups (third column) and “PE2s+trainer” groups (fourth column) because we wanted to know if trainees would use the platform without being forced by the trainers. Among “PE2s+trainer” groups, we wanted also to focus on the groups whose objective was ICT for education (“TICE” groups, fifth column).
Table 2. Comparison of the groups with or without trainers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups without or without trainer over 5 years</th>
<th>all</th>
<th>PE2s</th>
<th>PE2s + trainer</th>
<th>TICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of groups</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of PE2s</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of PE2s for one group</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of documents for one group</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of PE2 producers for one group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of readings by PE2 for one group</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of PE2 readers for one group</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, the PE2s freely use the platform: the number of groups shared only by them is significantly greater than the number of groups shared with trainers (668 vs. 292). However, the activity is much lower in groups shared only by PE2s than in groups shared with trainers. Thus, most figures in groups PE2s are lower than the figures in groups PE2s+trainers: fewer deposits and fewer readings. A possible explanation for this higher activity in groups PE2s+trainers is that there is an effect “teachers” that incites students to work more. For example, the trainee will be “invited” by the trainer to go and consult the documents that the trainer has deposited for him.

**Analysis according to the objective.** With the titles of the folders, it was very easy to isolate the groups named “TICE” (ICT for education). The folders associated with these groups were used to validate a certificate according to which the trainee is able to use ICT in Education in a correct way (C2i2e). All those groups have a trainer as member. We can therefore compare those “TICE” groups with all the groups with trainers “PE2s+trainers” in Table 2. In the “TICE” groups almost every PE2 works, 11/13 deposit (vs 5/20 for “PE2s+trainer”) and 13/13 read (vs 15/20). Thus, even when the groups have the same composition, we can see that, according to the objective, activity is not the same. However, the “TICE” groups seem to reveal a strong cooperation and to be similar. We will see that it is not the case and that makes problem for the institution.

**Data mining on the groups with teachers.** Once the preprocessing is done, it is possible to operate more complex treatments and to use any kind of data mining algorithms. In (Simon & Ralambondriany, 2012), we have analyzed the groups with trainer of the year 2006-2007. We have done successively a Principal Component Analysis; a Ward Hierarchical Clustering and finally we use the k-means algorithm. We gathered by this way the groups with trainer in 7 clusters that we have named according to their features: C1 “groups with no activity”, C2 “individualize accompaniment”, C3 “weak cooperation”, C4 “dissemination to a small group”, C5 “dissemination to a big group”, C6 “strong cooperation” and C7 “accompaniment during training course” (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3 Clustering of the “TICE” groups of the year 2006-2007 (Simon & Ralambondriany, 12)](image)

By this way, we were able to see that some “TICE” groups were belonging to the cluster C3 instead of C6. It was bad because all the “TICE” groups should be similar and reveal a strong cooperation. Thus, this clustering has permitted to reveal that some “TICE” groups don’t follow the “rules” defined by the institution. Interpreted in the terms of AT, there was a contradiction at the node “rules”. Just for information, group 7, which stands out in this figure by its high activity, was created to provide an answer, just in time and just enough, to trainees during their internship in classroom when they had to face to pupils.
4 CONCLUSION

The wealth of data mining relies on its bottom-up approach. The researcher starts from the data and expects that the machine will propose a categorization of these data. In this approach, it is assumed that, somehow, the researcher has no a priori knowledge about the data. This approach is very interesting because it can lead to orient research in an unexpected way. However, it often happens that the proposed categorization is not exploitable for the researcher (Talavera & Gaudioso, 2004). One possible way to overcome this problem is to incorporate domain knowledge in the data mining process. To represent the domain knowledge of CSCL, Activity theory is a good candidate. Incorporate AT in the data mining process has already been done in various ways (Babić & Wagner, 2007), (Reimann & al, 2009), (Verbert & al, 2011) However, in those researches, in some manner, AT and data mining algorithm are tied. To avoid this, we propose to incorporate the domain knowledge in the data during the preprocessing step. By this way the choice of the data mining algorithm becomes free, it can go from simple statistics treatments to more complex algorithms (rule induction, artificial neural networks, Bayesian learning, ...).

As we have seen, it is simple to do and we obtain results easily exploitable. The reason is that this kind of preprocessing is an injection of prior knowledge in the data: here, we inject in the data their interdependency. When we have applied this approach to data produced by preservice teachers with their trainees on a CSCL platform, we were able to show that according to the group in which they operate and the objective that these groups pursue the activity produced by preservice teachers is not the same.

A further step could consist to preprocess the data according to the different levels of Activity theory, activity, action, operation but it is not sure we obtain significant results because most of the traces left on the platform fall under the “operation” level.

To conclude, as Halverson (2002) says “AT is powerful because it names and names well, but this both binds and blinds its practitioners to see things in those terms.” It is possible that, by reducing the hypothesis space as we do by using AT, we avoid revealing assumptions that could be very interesting and we lose a part of the wealth of the data mining.
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